
The Vedic age period was between 1500 BC and 600 BC                                                      Meaning of word Aryan is derived from the Sanskrit word 'Arya' which mean Noble  

     Next major civilization after the decline of Indus valley civilization                                   some say they arrived from Central Asia, other say they originated  from Russian steppes             

         The Vedic age started with Aryan occupation of Indi-Gangetic plane                                          they spoke Indo-Aryan language Sanskrit  

                                                                                                                                                     They led a ruler, semi-nomadic life as compared to the Indus valley people  

  It is believed that they entered India through the Khyber pass  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                          Source of Early Vedic is Rig Veda 

                               The location is Northern and Western part of Subcontinents, Sapt-Sindhu region. They 

       The period of Vedic Civilization is divided into two broad part                                                                                                                did not know land beyond Yamuna 

     1- Early vedic period (1500-1000 BCE), also known as Rig vedic period                              They had no concept of territory, Kings were advised by assemblies like Sabha & Samiti           

2- later Vedic Period (1000-600 BCE)                                                                                        Their economy is predominately pastoral, cattle based herding economy                                           

                                                                                                                                                 Society was largely egalitarian, differentiation based on occupation existed   

                                                                                                                                   They believed in nature God. Indra mentioned in most number of passages. Agni 2nd highest mentioned  
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Sources are other three Vedas                                                                                                   Vedic literature is the most significant source of information about the Vedic civilization   

  Location Extended to whole Ganga-Yamuna doab also penetrated to Deccan                        The Vedic literature consists of three successive classes of literary creation-   

      In this period concept of territory and territorial administration appear                                                                                            - Vedas  

         Royal power increases many fold. Rituals and sacrifices were performed to                                                                                  - Brahmanas  

                                     strengthen king position like Rajasuya, Vajpaye                                                                                                        - Aranyakas and Upanishads  

               Later Vedic was settled life as comparison to Early Vedic 

                  Position of women were declined in this period  

 

 

    Society divided into four Varnas 

Nature god replaced by Prajapati, Rudra and Vishnu   

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                        Aranyaks are called Forest book, Sacrificia   

                                                                                                                                                                         ritual are interpreted by Aranyakas in a  

    Vedas formed the earliest segment of Vedic literature                                                                                                                                                        symbolic and philosophical way. 

    Vedas are four in number                                                                                                                                                                                                  There are 108 Upanishads, 13 are Major  

 1-Rig Veda - Oldest Veda, it is a collection of 1028 hymns.                        These are prose texts.                                                                            The concept of Atman and Brahman are                                                                                            

2-Samveda - collection of songs, Indian music is said to be               It describe about meaning of Vedic Hymns, their application                        majorly explained by Upanishads. 

                                       originated from Samveda.                                        and stories of their origin in details.                                                It contain philosophical ideas about  

3-yajurveda - Collection of sacrificial formula                                   It also explains the details about rituals and philosophies.                                    Sacrifice, Body, Universe.    

4Atharvaveda - collection of spell and charms   
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